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Summary of the measurement process

Å Successful measurement test

Å Downloadand read the measurement syllabus

Å Hand made measurement plan

Å Measurement (preparation, measurement plan, millimeter paper are 
necessary)

Å Prepare measurement report and excel file at home

Å Checkif your calculations were correct  

Å If the calculations are correct, uploadthe report and the excel (the deadline is 
the second Sunday midnight after the measurement)

Å Correct the report according to the comments

Å Prepare a presentation (if the report was accepted)

Å Uploadthe presentation (more info later)

Å Presentation

http://www.ara.bme.hu/lab/
http://www.ara.bme.hu/lab/
https://edu.gpk.bme.hu/
https://edu.gpk.bme.hu/


Measuring pressure  differences (measuring  Ǥp)

ω Provides the basis of many measurements (e.g. velocity, volume flow rate)

ω For a fluid medium, pressure differences can be measured between two points

ω It is often measured with regard to a reference value (atmospheric pressure, 
static pressure in a duct)

ω Measurement instruments

ω U tube manometer

ω Betz manometer

ω Inclined micro manometer

ω Bent tube micro manometer

ω EMB-001 digital handheld manometer



Measuring Ǥp / U tube manometer I.

ω Pipe flow

ω Butterfly valve

ω Average of the pressure measured on the 
pressure taps around the perimeter
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The manometerΩs balance equation:

Notice that

Can be simplified if

rf <<rm

(e.g. if the measured fluid is air

and the measurement fluid is water)

rf

More info: Spurk 
& Aksel, Fluid 
Mechanics, 
Chapter 5 
Hydrostatics
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Measuring Ǥp / U tube manometer II.

Density of the measuring fluid rm (approximately)

The manometers balance equation:

Density of the measured fluid: rf (For example air) 

p0 - atmospheric pressure [Pa] ~105Pa

R -  specific gas constant for air 287[J/kg/K]

T -  atmospheric temperature [K] ~293K=20°C
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Measuring Ǥp / U tube manometer III.

Example: the reading:

The accuracy ~1mm: The absolute error:

How to write the correct value with the absolute error(!)

The relative error:

Disadvantages:

ω Reading error (twice)

ω Accuracy~1mm

ω For a small pressure difference, the relative error is large

Advantages:

ω Reliable

ω Does not require maintenance 
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Measuring Ǥp / upside down U tube micro manometer

¢ƘŜ ƳŀƴƻƳŜǘŜǊΩǎ ōŀƭŀƴŎŜ Ŝǉǳŀǘƛƻƴ

Sincein most casesupsidedown U tube manometers
are usedto measureliquid (e.g. water) filled lines, the
measurementfluid is usuallyair, andthe densityratio is
therefore (1.2/1000). -ra (density of air) can be
neglected.
Theadvantageof this measuringdeviceis that when it
is usedfor liquid filled systems,air canbe usedinstead
of mercury in order to improve the accuracyof the
relativeerror of the readings!
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Measuring Ǥp / Betz micro manometer

The relative error is reduced by optical means, improving the 
accuracy.

Accuracy ~0,1mm: The absolute error is:

The relative error:
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Measuring Ǥp / inclined micro manometer

The relative error is a function 
of the inclination angle - 
f(a) - It is characterized by 
a changing relative error.

D

Accuracy: dL~±1mm,

Relative error in the case of a=30°

The manometerΩs balance equation


